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Abstract

The definition of “xenobiology” has gradually shifted from the study of the foreign, estranged life forms potentially existing in outer space to the study where the natural and synthetic life are involved. The natural concept of xenobiology governs the unseen, hypothetical life on the outer space, and the hidden life with completely different biochemistry on Earth. The life on the outer space might possess different way to harvest energy from the one on Earth. The hidden life on Earth, or the “Shadow Biosphere” might rose from completely different way of creation and evolution on Earth, which lead to its complete difference from the known biosphere. The newest concept of xenobiology involves synthetic life, built with unnatural base pair of the nucleic acid, with analogous or xeno nucleic acid (XNA), has a synthetic genome which capable of self-replicating or enables the synthetic cell to self-replicate, or even possesses a synthetic physiological pathway. By understanding the broad spectrum of xenobiology, in both natural and synthetic concepts, we can expand our view on how life might develop into a completely estranged system, which is different from anthropocentric view of life available around us on Earth. From these perspectives, we might understand how life evolved by evolving it synthetically.
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Introduction

The term ‘xenobiology’ comes from the Greek words xenos, bios, and -logia. Bios means ‘life’ and -logia means ‘the study of-’, hence ‘biology’ means the study of life. Xenos (ξένος) has many meanings: foreign, outsider, and strange (Stavropoulos and Hornby, 2008). Therefore, xenobiology can be translated as the study of foreign and extrinsic life. Later in 2020, xenobiology is defined as the science of estranged life forms (Budisa et al, 2020).

In its early development, “xenobiology” (Oxford Dictionary, 2016; http://www.oxforddictionaries.com) was used as a term which concerns life from outer space and synonym to astrobiology. The term was mentioned around 1950s in the literatures of Robert A. Heinlein. A similar word can be found in medical use. The word “xenobiotic” (Merriam-Webster.com, 2016; http://www.merriam-webster.com) is defined in 1965 as a chemical compound (as drug, pesticide, or carcinogen) that is foreign to a living organism (Merriam-Webster, 2016). However, everything outside the known sign of biological life itself supposedly could be mentioned as a xenobiotic entity as well. Later, the term was used by Schmidt (2010) to include the synthetic life created in a laboratory, which potentially possesses genetic material or biological system different from the ordinary.

biological system on Earth. In the end, whether the life is naturally-occurring or even synthetic, common and
stranged, it has to obey the definition of life as we know it, i.e. the general capability of the entity to perform
energy transfer (metabolism), growth, adaptation to environment, and reproduction (Schulze-Makuch and
Irwin, 2018).

Framing through this perspective, the term "xenobiology" thus covers many concepts of foreign life
which were different and unique from what were generally found on Earth. The concept ranged from purely
speculative biology to known part of astrobiology, even extending to the microbiology of extremophiles and
the engineered modern synthetic biology. In this case xenobiology governs the estranged life located in the field
of the unknown (Figure 1). The life could be natural but somewhere in space with completely different
constitution from biophysics, biochemistry. Alternatively, the life adheres to the other contexts in biology; it
might be previously undiscovered on Earth, or something that emerges from synthesized process (Popa, 2010).
In this paper, those coverages can be classified as:

1. Natural Xenobiology – Xenobiology which covers the foreign life which might occurred naturally,
   this concept is separated into:
   a. Exo-Xenobiology – Xenobiology concerning the study of hypothetically or speculative life in
      space because no foreign life has been found yet
   b. Terran Xenobiology – Xenobiology concerning the study of hidden life on Earth with
different biosystem than life as we know it

2. Synthetic Xenobiology – Xenobiology concerning engineered or synthetic life on Earth.

The common problem in astrobiology is more toward the place and condition in space that suits the
origin of life and allows it to evolve, as opposed to the prediction of how life itself could emerge differently in
unlimited possibilities. As life in space has not yet been found and revealed, the depiction of life in xenobiology
can only be predicted under speculative biology approach, using both art and science as basic references to
picture life beyond Earth in any possible scenario. Although this approach sounds very science fiction material-
any idea can sound fictitious when elaborated in detail—it could seriously become the “new reality” in
‘pataphysical’ philosophy, for ‘pataphysics’ itself is a philosophy of science of imaginary solutions beyond
metaphysics (Hugill, 2012). Apart from the space, the life on Earth itself is considerably unique in the universe.
This is due to the precise condition needed for the emergence of early life. Living organism in the universe
became so rare, thus the phenomenon became known as “rare earth hypothesis” (Ward and Brownlee, 2000).
The other argument is the idea of “the great filter” in the context of Fermi’s paradox that refers to gap that
prevents a non-living matter into a living organism and an even more complex life (e.g. from an ideal star system
to self-replicating molecules to simple unicellular life and beyond), and this idea hypothesized that the life out
there is rare because possibly they, 1) has not yet reached the complexity (which means that we are probably the first to reach complexity; the other alien life is behind the gap that leads us to our current progress), or 2) have been eliminated (which means that in some point the alien race has become significantly advanced and they became extinct due to the resource scarcity, civil war, etc.; the gap is in front of our current progress) (Hanson, 1998).

This led to the idea that the evolution of life is a matter of the evolving species’ political views, whether a species agree to take a step or disagree, and this possibility may determine the future of a species if they will progress to evolve or become extinct (Hawking, 1996). In the end, it is greatly unknown if there are other life, whether they are simple or complex, that has passed the great barrier and survive as a xenobiological entity out there on space and even completely hidden on Earth.

The latter definition offers xenobiology as the “creation” of exotic life in laboratory using synthetic biology. The process includes the introduction of essential metabolic pathways, the novel nucleobases other than the four common bases, or the creation of nucleic acids with different sugar backbones which are also known as xenobiotic nucleic acid (XNA). This XNA promises barrier of biosafety (biocontainment) that prevents the synthetic system from interacting with common genetic system made by DNA and RNA, thus eliminating chances of genetic pollution (Schmidt, 2010).

This essay will attempt to discuss various concepts of xenobiology. The focus will be directed toward the variations of xenobiology coverage and how the term applies in the context of biology. The author hopes that the classification made could help to understand the differences between each context in xenobiology and every other branch of biology. In this respect, we can understand a wider perspective on defining life and how its origin is not limited only to the biogenesis on Earth that occurred billions of years ago. Additionally, and specifically for xenobiology as a sub-field of synthetic biology, by understanding the wider meanings in xenobiology, the field can be better implemented into teaching, i.e. so students can fully understand the connections between concepts of natural vs. synthetically-made estranged life forms.

The naturally occurring xenobiological system

_Xenobiology as an extension of astrobiology_

According to Mix (2009), “xenobiology” means the study of alien life, and it differs from astrobiology as astrobiology more focused on interdisciplinary field (such as astronomy, physics, planetary science, geology, chemistry, biology, and more) to describe life that possibly occurred in space. Astrobiology is defined as study of life throughout the universe, and the term itself was used in 1941 by L. J. Lafleur and in 1953 by Gavril Tikov (Darling and Schulze-Makuch, 2016). Astrobiology focused on finding conditions in the outer space that support life and places that might support evolution of complex life and not only study of the origin of life.

There is also a term called “exobiology” that mentioned life in space. According to Merriam-Webster Dictionary (2016), “exobiology” is defined as a branch of biology concerned with the search for life outside the Earth, including the effects of extra-terrestrial environments on living organisms. This term is firstly used in 1960. The word exo (εξω) in this regard comes from Greek that means ‘outside’ (Stavropoulos and Hornby, 2008). The term of exobiology was coined by Joshua Lederberg in 1960 “to distinguish this aspect of space biology - the evolution of life beyond our own planet” and he considers it synonymous with astrobiology (Darling and Schulze-Makuch, 2016). The old term has evolved to look upon the living system extended from Earth to the realm of the outer space as exobiology. The wider scope now includes space biology, or the study of how the condition during space flight and in the extra-terrestrial environment (Editors of the American Heritage Dictionaries, 2011).

The renewed understanding of “exobiology” now covers all life outside the Earth; the life on Earth that were carried outside into space (by using space modules) as we learn in space biology, something that possibly occurred on the outer space by using approach of knowledge as we know it in astrobiology, into something
speculatively and completely estranged to Earth life in xenobiology (Figure 2). The intersections between the bubbles in Figure 2 refers to the body of shared knowledge between the bubbles, and further apart, the knowledge is becoming more exotic or eccentric towards the unknown.

![Figure 2. Concept of life beyond Earth or exobiological system](image)

The similarities to Earth life drift away as it goes further against Earth's known biological system (from biology to xenobiology). Intersection A refers to the similarities shared when the biological organism is taken into space and later adapted. Intersection B refers to the similarities of characteristics of biological organism when taken to space then adapted even further to any condition similarly described in astrobiology. As not all phenomenon in space has been known, the depiction of speculative life in astrobiology may be both life as we know it and as we don't know it. The realm of life as we don't know it in the unknown depth of space is covered within exo-xenobiology. All, however, are still located in the natural system.

Space biology concerns with the event when any life from Earth is brought into the condition of space environment, e.g. microgravity, high radiation, dehydration, etc. For example, regarding gravity, the study focused on how changes in gravity affect biological system, which can be done both on Earth as ground-based experiments or in space station/modules. Ground-based experiment uses instruments to replicate the condition on space, for the example using clinostat to minimize the influence of gravity or centrifuge for manipulation of the centre of gravity pull (Clément and Slenzka, 2006). Further away from life on Earth, astrobiology is a field of interdisciplinary science focusing on elaborating condition on location in space (planets, satellites, asteroids, etc.) that potentially supports conditions like early Earth that build complex life. The challenge in this scenario is to find exoplanetary system with terrestrial planet (Earth-like planet) that orbits the host star’s habitable zone so it will be suitable to known life (Impey, 2011). In some ways, astrobiology uses the definition of life as we know it to speculate life on the known region of celestial body in space. However, there are also speculation of life as we don’t know it (Schulze-Makuch and Irwin, 2018) and here, part of astrobiology about life in the unknown region of the deep space where physics can be also unknown, thus pushing the life estranged further into the deeper realm of speculative biology, there is xenobiology or can be specifically coined here as exo-xenobiology.

Although exo-xenobiology tends to be speculative-technically because life beyond Earth has not been found so far, this field challenges scientists to ‘create’ and bring the completely strange-from-Earth life using available scientific data. Space hosts various environments from extremely hot, to frozen, to near-absolute zero temperature and different chemical abundant on each exoplanet depending on the type and age of the stars it orbits to (Lodders, 2010). Outside of 20 proteogenic/genetically encoded amino acids, there are more than 140 amino acids found in natural protein (Ambrogelly et al., 2007). In space, there are 70 amino acids found within 14,000 molecular compounds in the Murchison asteroid detected using spectrometry (Schmitt-Kopplin et al., 2010; Walton, 2010). This amount is roughly one-thirtieth from about 500 amino acids discovered in nature (Wagner and Musso, 1983). The Murchison asteroid amino acid includes proteogenic amino acids (among the
20 amino acids), e.g. glycine, alanine, and glutamic acid, and the unusual amino acids, e.g. isovaline and pseudoleucine (Kvenvolden et al., 1970). Moreover, trace of nucleotides, uracil (purine that also available in the RNA of organisms) and xanthine (purine found in metabolic pathways) were also found (Martins et al., 2008). The challenge in finding life in space may be relative to the anthropocentric view on how life could be on Earth, which were carbon-based life. Out in space, carbon might not abundant and other elements like nitrogen, boron, and silicon might be the hypothetical elements that composed life (Darling and Schulze-Makuch, 2016). The undiscovered life in space might also harness their own method to extract energy, while on earth autotrophs thrive on light (photoautotroph) and chemical redox electron transfer (chemoautotroph).

According to Schulze-Makuch and Irwin (2018), there are possibilities of the other energy sources for life as we do not yet know (Figure 3). These possibilities of energy sources are consistent to the fact that organisms are “open systems” that are harnessing changes in their environment to reduce their own entropy on the cost of the environment and maintain homeostasis.

Figure 3. Hypothetical concept of organisms using other than light and chemical redox process to harvest energy: using change in cellular-molecular conformations by heat (a), using in-out flow of water by osmotic change (b), using kinetic-guided system in membrane to allow ion transfer (c), and using magnetic field (the field shown by B) and Lorentz force (shown by F; d). Details: (1a) mobile cellular thermotroph, (2a) sessile thermotroph with mobile vacuole to move in different heat gradient, (3a) sessile thermotroph with heat convection cavity, and (4a) sessile thermotroph with moveable body appendage to follow heat gradients

Note: Red arrows – high temperature heat gradient, Blue arrows – low temperature heat gradient. Figure remade and inspired by Schulze-Makuch and Irwin (2002, 2018).
The details of the speculative autotrophs by Schulze-Makuch and Irwin (2018) as follows:

1. **Thermal energy harvester (thermotroph)** extracts energy by transfer of heat stored in their cytoplasm or vacuoles (Figure 3a; Muller and Schulze-Makuch, 2006). The heat gradient affects the membrane molecular conformation and turned into energy by specific protein. The organism might be mobile as it moves away and closer to the heat source (Figure 3a-1), sessile but possesses internal mobile heat transferring vacuoles (Figure 3a-2), sessile with heat convection cavity (Figure 3a-3), or sessile but moving its extrusion of the body by the heat currents (Figure 3a-4).

2. **Osmotic gradients harvester (osmotroph)** uses in and out water flow due to osmotic pressure changes to generate energy (adenosine triphosphate or ATP molecules) with aid of its membrane protein channel (Figure 3b).

3. **Kinetic harvester (ketotrophs)** uses specifically developed protein channel with flagellum/cilia-like transmembrane protein acts as channel guard and kinetically driven (by fluid flow) lever protein that allows the mobilization of specific molecules into and from the cell that drives synthesis or phosphorylation of ATP (Figure 3c; Schulze-Makuch and Irwin, 2002).

4. The most unusual condition is the magnetic field harvester (magnetotrophs) that uses Lorentz force and magnetic field to manipulate hydrogen atoms to move as protons that drive ATP creation or as hydrogen molecules (Figure 3d, 1-2; Schulze-Makuch and Irwin, 2018).

It was previously hypothesized by Kuznetsov (1956) as a theoretical method to capture and metabolise ionizing radiation and it is also stated by Schulze-Makuch and Irwin (2018) as well. In the 1990s, it was discovered that there were radiotrophic fungi found in the remains of Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant (Zhdanova et al., 1994; Zhdanova et al., 2004) and later speculated that the fungi used melanin as tool to utilize the radioactive ionizing radiation into energy via energy transduction as the radiation alters the melanin electronic properties and resulted in growth enhancement of the fungi (Dadachova et al., 2007; Dadachova and Casadeval, 2008; Malo and Dadachova, 2019). Dadachova et al. (2007) filed a patent (number US8652827B2) for possible alternative energy utilization process using melanin for radiosynthesis, described as the electron transfer pathway between sets of melanin molecules into antenna complex, then into reaction centre to produce ATP molecules in analogue to existing photosynthesis light-dependent reaction process in chloroplast organelle and photosynthetic bacteria.

Other speculation in exo-xenobiology relates to possible life that dwells in gas giant like Jupiter, like proposed by Carl Sagan (Sagan and Salpeter, 1976). Many other predictions of life can be scientifically explained as many possibilities occur in the depth of space. In the distant future, learning these possibilities might open some ways in finding the best method for us to harvest unlimited renewable energy from space to support ideal extra-terrestrial colonization for humanity.

**Xenobiology and study of hidden life on Earth**

Other than space, it is also possible that the xenobiology system lies unknown, hidden on Earth as “Terran-xenobiology”. There are many theories about how life emerged on Earth. One theory called panspermia described that life could be originated from space via bombardment of space objects like meteorites or comets towards the early Earth (Arrhenius, 1903 cit. Horneck et al., 2001). According to this speculation, all life on Earth might be considered “alien” in origin, as all constituents of life are thought to come from the deep space. However, from many scattered “seeds” of life, it is possible that some reside on Earth on a place with extreme environments. There is possibility of hidden life evolved in completely distinct way from the life we know, making it fully estranged and invisible from the surface life on Earth as we had understood. The concept of the biosphere of hidden life was coined as shadow biosphere (Cleland and Copley, 2005). There is also a hypothesis called “the second genesis” implying there were other processes that build life (biogenesis) on Earth outside the one that build to the current life on Earth; those processes probably occur prior to or later than our known biogenesis (Davies and Lineweaver, 2005). The problem is, we do not even understand yet about the whole picture of biogenesis.
Existence of hidden life in extreme places on Earth could be amongst billions of the identified biosphere of life in taxonomy (Figure 4), which might further cause the shadow life to be extremely hard to find. The diagram in Figure 4 shows that shadow biosphere is located within the known biosphere. This is due to the shadow life with completely different system biology might be similar or even close by the genome if it could be identified. In term of possible ecological relationship, however, the shadow and regular biosphere could be ecologically completely separated, ecologically integrated, or biochemically integrated (Davies et al., 2009).

Figure 4. Shadow biosphere concept depicted as an estranged life hidden amongst the Earth biosphere

Until today, the possible and closest way to find the estranged hidden life on Earth is by unravelling the mysterious realm of the extremophile organisms. Microbial extremophiles sometimes appear very unfamiliar. For example, there is halophilic archaea called *Haloquadratum walsbyi* that possesses a square morphological shape and flat cross-sectional shape (Stoeckenius, 1981). There is not much detail available yet for this archaeon. Another one is *Deinococcus radiodurans*, known as the most resilient organism on Earth due to its ability to survive cold, dehydration, radiation, vacuum, and acid. *D. radiodurans* one key to survival is its RecA protein that contributes in DNA repair underexposure to extremely high radiation (Kim and Cox, 2002). Then there are also *Monocercomonoides* sp., a eukaryotic single-cell protist and a multicellular cnidarian, *Hanneguya salminicola* with no mitochondria (Karnkowska et al., 2016; Yahalomi et al., 2020). Previously in 2010, *Halomonas* bacterium strain GFAJ-1 was thought to be able to withstand high quantity of arsenate that normally toxic to organisms. It was stated that the organism was able to substitute phosphate molecules with arsenate during phosphate starvation up to placing it as phosphate substitute in the DNA nucleotides (Wolfe-Simon et al., 2011). However, later studies refute the claim as the bacterium is basically arsenate-resistant but still depends on phosphate as no arsenate residual is found in the DNA of GFAJ-1 (Erb et al., 2012; Reaves et al., 2012).

Unlike exo-xenobiology that applies to exobiology concept, Terran-xenobiology approach on Earth is simply referring to hidden life that lives with completely different biochemistry or metabolism and even new perspectives on how life can be evolved. The possibility to find more of this kind of estranged life is small, but the not impossible. New discoveries of estranged life on earth would complete missing links in our current understanding of the evolution of life, e.g. how the largest individual flower on Earth, the parasitic plant *Rafflesia*, is considered one of the most complex plant life yet it has greatly reduced tissue and organ (Nikolov et al., 2014; Mursidawati et al., 2019) and this may rise question if life in space or hidden on Earth could be systematically complex yet structurally simple. In addition, the estranged metabolisms found in the creatures could also be potential in solving biology-related challenges on earth, as some useful unique halophilic enzymes are discovered in the studies of *Haloferax volcanii* for its use in bioremediation and biotechnology (Krzmarzick et al., 2018; Haque et al., 2020).
As the advances in xenobiology progressed, the laboratory testing to simulate or to synthesize the “new” life leads to the third concept of xenobiology: It is a life built by humans themselves using state-of-the-art synthetic biology and bioinformatics. Therefore, it can be coined as synthetic-xenobiology.

**The synthetically emerging xenobiological system**

The newest emerging concept of xenobiology comes as the sub-field of synthetic biology. This new field of study aims to understand the origin of life by trying to create a new type of life as we do not know it, as it never existed before. However, instead of searching, this approach of synthetic-xenobiology pushes the known life into the limit of the unknown (hence “synthetic alienation” as coined by Kubyshkin and Budisa (Kubyshkin and Budisa, 2017). By trying to understand xenobiology from the scope of biotechnology, we can understand how life became so complex by trying to mimic the condition of early life on Earth when life was formed. In the other word, creation of the new life through deconstructions of the existing one. Xenobiology, in this case, emerged as a new part of synthetic biology, where synthetic biology itself rose from genetic engineering. The aim is to create, and later learn about, organisms which possess completely different chemical makeups to overtake the already existing natural functions in life, or to create new components and motifs (Kubyshkin and Budisa, 2017). However, as this approach of xenobiology is man-made, the concept is intersected to the known natural system via simpler genetically modified organism, then to the life as result of synthetic biology, toward the currently developed product of synthetic xenobiology, and finally in the unknown region – the future of the synthetic xenobiology life which remains unpredictable and unknown by us (Figure 5).

![Figure 5. Natural life and emergence of synthetic life](image)

The section that overlaps with Earth biosphere is the natural life with simpler concept of genetic modification. Further away from the natural system is the life with modified biosystems/biological pathways using synthetic biology approach and the currently developed synthetic xenobiology life. Then, crossing into the realm of the unknown is the evolved, future xenobiology life which remains unpredictable.

Genetic engineering is a fundamental tool in biotechnology. The process highlights the ability of each gene to code a specific protein; thus, the gene could be moved from one organism to another. In synthetic biology, genetic engineering is performed in even more complex way: By altering multiple genes to change specifically desired biological systems, e.g. biosynthetic pathways. In more complex application, synthetic-xenobiology spawned from synthetic biology as it changes common natural traits in biological system into
something new via alteration, e.g. changing multiple biological systems, adding novel nucleotides into nucleic acids, synthesis of de novo protein using uncommon amino acids, and creation of nucleic acids with distinct sugar backbones or also known as xenobiotic nucleic acid (XNA) (Schmidt, 2010; Pinheiro et al., 2012).

Figure 6. Some examples of possible studies in the synthetic-xenobiology: (a) implementation of uncommon base pairs (A = adenine; T = thymine; G = guanine; C = cytosine; and the synthetic bases: X = d5SICS; Y = dNaM), (b) engineering the uncommon sugar backbone for XNA (DNA = deoxyribose nucleic acid, the natural nucleic acid involved in heredity; and the synthetic sugar backbones: TNA = threose nucleic acid; CeNA = cyclohexitol nucleic acid; ANA = arabinose nucleic acid), and (c) creation of foreign biosynthetic pathway. The base structure in (a) is inspired by Galindo-Murillo and Barroso-Flores (2017), (b) is by Pinheiro et al. (2012), and (c) by Miller et al. (2020).

There are many types of application in synthetic-xenobiology (Figure 6). The process of biosynthetic pathway engineering can be performed, e.g. introduction of a carbon fixating photosynthetic pathway (like Calvin-Benson-Bassham cycle found in autotrophic organisms) into heterotrophic organism like Escherichia coli to fix carbon dioxide and turning it into sugar (Antonovsky et al., 2016). Another example is the creation of synthetic chloroplasts with a crotonyl-CoA/ethylmalonyl-CoA/hydroxybutyryl-CoA (CETCH) cycle instead of the existing Calvin cycle to improve its carbon fixation efficiency (Miller et al., 2020). Although the concept remained close to synthetic biology because the metabolic system of Calvin cycle already exists in nature, the creation of carbon fixating E. coli is still introducing something new. Moreover, it is originally unavailable in nature and conforms to the estranged philosophy in xenobiology. Introducing of new nucleotides to extend the existing genetic alphabet is a way further from the commonly available ones. Adding new nucleotides might increase potential to synthesize new protein with new polypeptides. One of the studies was using novel nucleotide pair, dNaM and d5SICS (Malyshev et al., 2014). Originally, combination of four current nucleotides can encode 20 amino acids from 64 codon combinations (4^3 combinations, as each codon contains 3 sets/triplet set of all 4 nucleotides), and now with the addition of 2 nucleotide pairs, it is possible to synthesize more uncommon amino acids using now-improved 216 codon combinations (6^3 combinations, now for the triplet set, 6 nucleotides can be used).

The word of xenobiotic nucleic acid or xeno nucleic acid or XNA was first mentioned by Herdewijn and Marlière (Herdewijn and Marlière, 2009; Chaput and Herdewijn, 2019). The XNA is synthesized by transfer from naturally occurring nucleic acid via artificially-mutated polymerase enzyme (Taylor et al., 2015). XNA itself is a group of various nucleic acids other than DNA or RNA which might cover varieties of backbone sugars other than ribose and deoxyribose, e.g. hexitol nucleic acid (HNA), arabinonucleic acid (ANA), 2'-fluoro-arabinonucleic acid (FANA), cyclohexitol nucleic acid (CeNA), peptide nucleic acid (PNA), and more (Pinheiro et al., 2012). These nucleic acids are capable to evolve into self-catalysing molecules like XNAzymes and as aptamers/ligands, and it may be useful in therapeutic purpose because most of XNAzymes are invisible, from nuclease enzymes that interact and break down DNA and RNA in the natural living system (Pinheiro et
Once in vivo tests are done, combining XNA with unnatural nucleotide pairs may give birth to xenobiologic living system with nucleic acid other than DNA and RNA, and so far, the closest study to in vivo that were made is by Csibra et al. (2020). In the study, they developed a reporter gene platform that functions by expressing a bacterial cell enzyme display of phi29 DNA polymerase and T4 DNA ligase. This reporter system can be used for screening and engineering the low affinity ligands and enzymes by directed evolution. As XNA has low affinity to the existing system consists of natural nucleic acid like DNA and RNA, this type of cell display is suitable to utilize in development of XNA molecular biology tools. This synthetic-xenobiologic living system is promising as a biosafety tool that prevents genetic pollution, considering most XNA system cannot interact with DNA-RNA system unless via specific mutant/engineered polymerases or enzymes (Schmidt, 2010), and would work as alternative tool for genetic engineering to the public might be an answer to the long-standing debate over benefits and potential risks of genetically modified organisms (GMO) to humanity (Marris 2001, Karalis et al., 2020). Nonetheless, because of pre-existing issues in DNA-based GMO (e.g. genetic contamination, allergenic risk, and antibiotics resistance), it would take more time and it will still be challenging to build positive public reception towards the XNA technology despite its biosafety, especially in the field of food and crops (Hickscher et al., 2016; Karalis et al., 2020). In this context, the public show more acceptance of GMO in medical application rather than GMO in food and crops because drugs, before released to market, have to be tested through preclinical trials. Moreover, not all people would consume the drugs, as it is only given to the targeted portion of population with careful medical assistance, diagnosis, and prescription. Compared to food, without the same precautionary and transparency of information, food will be subjected to everybody despite age and health conditions (Marris, 2001; Rzymsk and Królczyk, 2016; Cui and Shoemaker, 2018). The problem is aggravated by past events where misconduct in biotechnology implementation harmed people, e.g. when some medical doctors transferred HIV-contaminated blood to hemophiliacs in mid-80s in France (Kuntz, 2014). Although the issues to handle are not directly related to the older version of GMO, the issues still raise negative sentiment from the public to technology applications on living beings (Marris, 2001). Therefore, the construction of a clear set of rules and ethics in synthetic nucleic acid-based GMO technology should be addressed to gain public trust for its future research and ultimately, the commercial uses.

On a greater scope than application of XNA, there was a team of scientists from J. Craig Venter Institute has ‘created’ synthetic bacteria which genome is completely synthetic (Gibson et al., 2010). The bacteria were named Mycoplasma mycoides JCVI-syn1.0, nicknamed “Synthia” (Wang and Zhang, 2019). They assembled the genome by combining thousands of 1 kb DNA fragments into larger fragments, then transferred it into one to another living cells (such as yeast and E. coli) before finally transferred them into the Mycoplasma. The final synthetic genome consists of designed non-functional "watermark" sequences, designed polymorphism and gene deletions, and acquired mutations. These new cells possess the desired phenotypes and ability for self-replication (Gibson et al., 2010; Richardson and Patron, 2016). Similar to XNA case, the creation of fully-synthetic life requires clear rules and ethics in the future, especially as such technology will be more accessible in the future and potentially more institutions will be able to conduct the same research. The ethical principles for synthetic life creation include beneficence to the public, responsible stewardship, intellectual freedom and responsibility, democratic deliberation, and justice and fairness (Gutmann, 2011).

It is possible that in the future, as more in vivo experiments are done in greater complexity, the XNA system can be built as an extension of the existing central dogma of DNA-RNA-protein to make a fully synthetic-built life that is fully separated from the naturally occurred life on Earth. The idea of synthetic xenobiology can also be implemented for teaching and the goal is so students can understand that life can be constituted by alternative biomolecules as well as the existing biomolecule extension compounds (Schmitt et al., 2020), hence understanding deeper about the philosophy of life. In the end, if the synthetic life can evolve by itself, it is not impossible that it will rise into a complete unknown xenobiological life as we had referred before (Figure 5). In understanding how life had emerged and evolved in a strange way, especially through speculating and re-creating it synthetically, we may be getting closer to the actual nature and the origin of life.
In short, “to define alien”, we may need to create one first. Deliberate “alienation” of life by synthesis might conform to the second of “three laws” of the famous sci-fi writer Arthur C. Clarke: “The only way of discovering the limits of the possible is to venture a little way past them into the impossible”.

**Conclusions**

Although xenobiology was once used to describe astrobiology, the term and concept of xenobiology is still relevant to describe and study estranged life forms in many ways. Xenobiology, according to the concept of study of unknown life, is not limited only to space but also to the hidden life on Earth, as well as the advanced synthetic life which are engineered inside the laboratory. Since the foreign life in space is something, we do not know nor able to describe yet, the concept of xenobiology governing the scope for space-borne life (exo-xenobiology) is speculative and ‘pataphysical’. This would be different on the Terran-xenobiology which specifically covers the hidden life on Earth. Further exploration and research are required to understand life in space, and also ones that were hidden on Earth. Therefore, considering exo-xenobiology perspective, we may try to describe the life in space by “creating” them in hypothetical or speculative pictures. As for the domain of synthetic xenobiology, the life will become more estranged as more unique components are introduced synthetically or by man-made purpose; more significantly estranged later once the synthetic life has evolved on its own in the future.
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